Indigeneity is the abstract noun form of "indigenous," defined by the Oxford English Dictionary as "Born or produced naturally in a land or region"; in conventional usage, it refers primarily to "aboriginal inhabitants or natural products." Indigeneity has a conceptually complex relationship to American literary history before 1830, insofar as, for most of the history of the field, "early American literature" has predominately referred to works written in European languages, scripts, and genres, produced by peoples of European origin and their descendants. Within this framework, until Native Americans began adopting and adapting these languages, scripts, and genres for their own use, there were no literary works that might be simultaneously characterized as "indigenous" and "early American."
Bradford, creating the sort of "historical disjunction" that Michael A. Elliott discusses in his analysis of the inclusion of "Coyote-His Myth," a tale translated by the anthropologist Franz Boaz and performed by his informant Charles Cultee (Chinook) in 1890, in an earlier edition of the Norton. 5 For Elliott, such selections pose the "danger of meaningless tokenism," but an approach that considers the interpretive complications they pose-including the problems of mediation and translation, the interaction between the ethnographer and the informant, the alienation of the text from the cultural context of the oral performance, and the relationship of a performance at a particular time and place to a longstanding oral tradition-is brimming with pedagogical possibility, presenting the potential to "disrupt the categories American, literary, and history." 6 In other words, with regard to culture, form, and chronology, the inclusion of a written representation of a performance of a Native American oral tradition challenges the logic underlying a national literary history of the United States. In English Letters and Indian Literacies, Wyss uses the dichotomy between reading and writing to characterize the uses of literacy by Indians who were educated in 18th-and early-19th-century mission schools. She delineates a spectrum according to which the "Readerly Indian" represents the white educator's "particularly gendered fantasy of a passive, docile Native figure" who tractably subjects herself to cultural and spiritual reformation. 26 The "Writerly Indian," by contrast, finds in English literacy a means to 11 assert a Native identity. 
Indigenous Literacies
Rose Gubele and others have suggested that early accounts of Sequoyah's development of the Cherokee syllabary emphasized his exceptionality-"the American Cadmus"-and alleged a mixed-race parentage because of a reluctance to credit a Native American with the invention of a writing system. 31 More broadly, in recent years, some scholars have increasingly argued that the conventional definitions of "literacy" and "writing" similarly express an exclusionary bias, and, in Elizabeth Hill Boone's phrase, "summarily dismiss the indigenous Western hemisphere." 
